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Abstract
We present results from the new electron bunch diagnostic tool, Optical Replica Synthesizer (ORS), installed at FLASH. The ORS produces an optical replica of the electron bunch profile, which is analyzed with a GRENOUILLE, a device based on the Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) technique. This optical replica is generated by inducing a microbunching in the electron bunch and letting it pass through an undulator, called a radiator. The radiator emits coherently at the wavelength of microbunching, 775 nm. In order to create the microbunching a laser pulse is spatially and temporally overlapped with the electron bunch in another undulator, placed before the radiator. This introduces an electron energy modulation which is transformed into a density modulation in a chicane before the microbunched electron bunch is sent into the radiator. We observed an optical replica pulse of approximately 5 μJ corresponding to an electron bunch-spike of about 150 fs FWHM when the accelerator was set at optimal FEL conditions. We also showed that the ORS can run parasitically while maintaining SASE by steering the electron beam around the outcoupling mirror for the ORS pulses.

INTRODUCTION
An accurate characterization of the electron bunch is essential for a thorough understanding and optimization of the lasing of FELs. The recent development in accelerator technology has put increasingly higher demands on electron bunch diagnostic tools as shorter and shorter bunches, below 100 fs, are being produced. This has stimulated the creation of new high-resolution diagnostic instruments which are necessary for a reliable operation of ultrashort-pulse FELs such as FLASH [1], XFEL [2] and LCLS [3]. Examples of already existing techniques are transverse deflecting structures [4] and electro-optical sampling [5], which both allow single-shot visualization of the electron bunch profile on a sub-100 fs time scale.

The ORS is a new diagnostic method which was proposed by Saldin et al. [6] and is based on the idea of creating an optical replica of the electron bunch. Hence the task of diagnosing the electron bunch is transferred to the simpler task of measuring a light pulse, where one can make use of already existing ultrafast optical measuring techniques. One such method which gives a full characterization of a light pulse, and is used in the ORS, is Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [7]. The FROG technique measures a spectrogram in the time-frequency domain from which the exact electric field (amplitude and phase) can be determined using a 2D phase retrieval algorithm. The electric field of the optical replica light pulse is directly proportional to the electron beam current [6].

In order to generate the optical replica pulse a microbunched electron packet is sent through a radiator undulator. The microbunching is achieved by spatially and temporally overlapping a seed laser pulse with the electron bunch in a modulator undulator. This creates an energy modulation in the electron bunch, which is transformed into a density modulation at the wavelength of the seed laser, in a chicane consisting of four dipole magnets. When this microbunched electron packet is passed through the radiator undulator, it emits coherently at the microbunching wavelength of 775 nm. The radiator pulse is analyzed with a GRENOUILLE [8], which is a commercially available device based on the FROG technique.

In the initial measurements with the ORS presented here, which resulted in the first observation of the optical replica, we focussed on determining the temporal structure of the electron bunch at FLASH. However, the ORS is a versatile method that has the potential to be used for various purposes. For example it may be a useful tool for investigations of slice properties of the electron bunch, such as slice energy spread and slice emittance. These are important parameters for the operation of an X-ray FEL, which has high demands on quality of the electron beam, and in particular on the temporal dependence of the bunch characteristics. It would thus provide a complement to standard methods that only deliver the energy spread and projected emittance of the full bunch.

In this paper we will describe the ORS setup and measurement procedure, report the recent accomplishments and results as well as discuss other possible and verified applications of the ORS.
**EXPERIMENT**

**Setup**

Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the ORS experiment, which was completely set up at FLASH during the summer of 2007. The laser system is installed in a separate building outside the tunnel. It consists of an Erbium-doped fiber oscillator [9] at 1550 nm which is frequency doubled and fed into a Ti:sapphire amplifier. The fiber oscillator has a round-trip frequency of approximately 54 MHz and is phase-locked to the radio frequency (RF) signal of the accelerator. The 1550 nm beam from the oscillator is amplified in an additional fiber and subsequently frequency doubled in a 1 mm PPLN crystal before it is sent into, and used as a seed beam for, the Ti:sapphire amplifier. The amplifier is a Clark-MXR CPA-2001 Ti:sapphire laser system pumped by a Nd:YAG laser, based on regenerative, chirped-pulse amplification. It produces pulses of energy up to 0.8 mJ at a center wavelength of 775 nm and a spectral width of 6 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). A compressor after the amplification stage allows for pulse length adjustment from 170 fs to 3 ps FWHM.

The oscillator is locked to the RF signal of FLASH by means of a piezo-electric crystal. The 1.3 GHz FLASH RF signal is compared to the 24th harmonic of the nominally 54 MHz round-trip frequency signal of the oscillator. The oscillator is considered “RF-locked” when, after appropriate scaling, the difference between the FLASH RF signal and the 24th harmonic equals zero. Part of the fiber of the oscillator is wound around this crystal before it is sent into, and used as a seed beam for, the Ti:sapphire amplifier. The amplifier is a Clark-MXR CPA-2001 Ti:sapphire laser system pumped by a Nd:YAG laser, based on regenerative, chirped-pulse amplification. It produces pulses of energy up to 0.8 mJ at a center wavelength of 775 nm and a spectral width of 6 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). A compressor after the amplification stage allows for pulse length adjustment from 170 fs to 3 ps FWHM.

The oscillator is locked to the RF signal of FLASH by means of a piezo-electric crystal. The 1.3 GHz FLASH RF signal is compared to the 24th harmonic of the nominally 54 MHz round-trip frequency signal of the oscillator. The oscillator is considered “RF-locked” when, after appropriate scaling, the difference between the FLASH RF signal and the 24th harmonic equals zero. Part of the fiber of the oscillator is wound around this crystal before it is sent into, and used as a seed beam for, the Ti:sapphire amplifier. The amplifier is a Clark-MXR CPA-2001 Ti:sapphire laser system pumped by a Nd:YAG laser, based on regenerative, chirped-pulse amplification. It produces pulses of energy up to 0.8 mJ at a center wavelength of 775 nm and a spectral width of 6 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). A compressor after the amplification stage allows for pulse length adjustment from 170 fs to 3 ps FWHM.

The timing jitter between the RF signal and the laser pulse can be brought down to about 50 fs. The jitter between the FLASH RF system and the arrival time of the electron bunch is several hundred femtoseconds, depending on the settings of the accelerator as a whole. In total, the timing jitter between our laser pulse and the electron bunch is estimated to be on the order of 0.2 – 0.5 ps. It is important to note that we control the relative timing between the laser pulse and the electron bunch by purely electronic means. This should be compared to the more standard approach of using an optical delay stage for the laser pulse.

The laser pulse travels about 16 m to reach the accelerator via an optics station which contains motorized mirrors and a two-lens telescope. The telescope provides a laser waist of approximately 450 μm at the interaction region with the electron bunch inside the modulator. For diagnostic purposes the laser beam can be reflected back to the laser room in order to measure the beam waist and
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stability of the laser beam at the waist. During measurements two motorized mirrors, which are also used for aligning the laser beam, bring it up to the height of the electron beam pipe. The laser beam is sent into the electron beam pipe through a back-tangent window located near the second dipole of a dog-leg chicane.

The modulator and radiator undulator are identical except that they are mounted perpendicular to each other producing orthogonal polarization. The electrons oscillate vertically in the modulator and horizontally in the radiator. This allows for separation of the vertically polarized seed laser beam and the horizontally polarized optical replica pulse from the radiator. The undulators consist of 5 periods + 2 correction periods each, with a period length of 0.2 m, and a maximum magnetic field of 0.45 T. The magnet gap is 40 mm in order to accommodate the 38 mm beam pipe. The chicane located between the undulators consists of four dipole magnets and produces an $R_{56}$ of up to 300 μm.

The laser- and electron pulses need to overlap spatially and temporally in the modulator. Spatial, transversal overlap is achieved by aligning the laser beam to the centered flat electron beam, before and after the modulator, using two OTR (optical transition radiation) screens for the electrons and diffuse aluminum screens for the laser beam. The laser beam is extracted by a silver-coated silicon OTR-screen to optical station 1 (OS1), which is mainly used for monitoring the timing between the electron- and laser pulse. This is done by simultaneously observing the laser pulse and the spontaneous synchrotron radiation from the modulator, on a 1.5 GHz bandwidth photodiode connected to a 1 GHz oscilloscope. OS1 also contains a CCD camera and a power meter for diagnostic purposes. This mirror is also used for removing a large fraction of the seed laser beam from the vacuum acceleration tube.

The electrons proceed via the chicane, which transforms the electron energy modulation into a density modulation, to the radiator. The radiator emits coherently at the wavelength of density modulation, 775 nm, and the generated beam is coupled out by a silver-coated silicon OTR screen to optical station 2 (OS2). OS2 includes the GRENOUILLE (Swamp Optics 8-50-USB [8] with VideoFROG software [10]) for analyzing the optical replica pulse produced by the radiator. The ultrashort-laser-pulse measurement device exists in different models for various pulse length ranges. The 8-50-USB GRENOUILLE model is a triggered single-shot device that works in the range of 50 - 500 fs FWHM and has a temporal resolution of 17 fs. In order to reduce the beam diameter of the radiation and thus increase the intensity, a 4x galilean telescope is placed before the GRENOUILLE. This results in a spot size of approximately 2 mm. The reduction of the beam diameter is important because the observed signal scales with the fourth power of the input diameter. The second, negative, lens of the telescope is adjustable in the beam direction in order to collimate the beam into the GRENOUILLE. A λ/2 plate in combination with a cubic polarizer allows for intensity control and filters out any residual seed beam intensity. The final alignment into the GRENOUILLE is performed with two motorized dielectric mirrors. In addition to the FROG measuring device OS2 also accommodates a power meter and a triggered CCD camera. As shown in Fig. 1 the electron beam may be guided around the outcoupling mirror with four steering magnets. However, with the magnets turned off the coherent OTR from the microbunched electrons hitting the screen can be used to study the electron bunch.

**Experimental Procedure**

We start by flattening the electron orbit to below 0.1 mm in the region between the modulator and OS2. Then we register the transversal position of the electron beam on the two OTR screens before and after the modulator. The transversal overlap between the electron- and laser beam is achieved by steering the laser beam to the same position as the electron beam on the OTR screens. The modulator is turned on in order to measure the temporal offset between the electron- and laser pulse, which is determined by simultaneous detection of the laser pulse and the spontaneous synchrotron radiation from the modulator, on a fast photodiode on OS1. The two peaks corresponding to the electron- and laser pulse can be observed on a fast oscilloscope and a vector modulator is used to temporally shift the laser pulse to within 100 ps of the electron bunch. While the synchrotron- and laser radiation is reflected to OS1, the chicane guides the electrons around the mirror and onto the OTR screen at OS2, and the OTR produced is imaged on a triggered CCD camera.

When the electron- and laser pulse overlap in the modulator they generate an energy modulation which is converted to a density modulation by the chicane. Since this microbunched electron packet results in a highly enhanced coherent OTR, temporal overlap can be registered by the camera. Hence, the fine tuning of the temporal overlap is performed by scanning the laser pulse on a 100 ps time scale around the electron position using the vector modulator, while recording the OTR signal on the camera. The intensity of the OTR signal is plotted as a function of time delay and gives a clear indication of the temporal overlap. Starting with delay steps of about 200 fs one can zoom in and use finer scans in order to find the exact position of the overlap. An example of such a scan is displayed in Fig. 2. These scans may also be used to study the transverse and longitudinal profile of electron bunches of a few ps length, which is discussed in more detail below. In these measurements a BG39 filter was placed in front of the camera for the purpose of blocking residual seed laser intensity which leaked through to OS2. Instead of looking at the first harmonic, which is blocked by the filter, we observed the second harmonic of the coherent OTR. A neutral density filter was used to reduce the intensity by a factor of 100. Once the overlap is found the radiator undulator is turned on and tuned to resonance and the optical replica pulses are extracted to OS2 by the OTR screen and aligned into the GRENOUILLE by the
two dielectric mirrors in front of it. The electrons are guided around the OTR screen with four steering magnets and may be passed through the SASE VUV-undulator further downstream.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parameters of the experiment are summarized in Table 1. For these experiments our goal was to show the proof of principle of the ORS, hence we strived to obtain a strong signal that we would be able to analyze with the GRENOUILLE. For this reason we used a compressed electron bunch at SASE condition, which translates into a bunch profile with a short spike and a tail, together with a short laser pulse. A rough idea of its shape is given from the temporal overlap scan, Fig. 2, although the resolution is limited by electron bunch timing jitter of a few 100 fs and the length of the laser pulse (400 fs FWHM).

Initially the laser pulse was compressed to its minimum width of 170 fs FWHM, which was measured by sending the laser beam to the FROG device at OS2. The short pulses were used in order to generate a high electric field and the strongest possible optical replica pulse. This resulted in the first signal on the GRENOUILLE. However, if the laser pulse is in the order of, or shorter than, the electron bunch, one will essentially measure the profile of the laser pulse itself. Hence, it was stretched to 400 fs, which was predicted to be sufficiently long to enclose the spike of the electron bunch, but at the same time provide a relatively high electric field. The result of these measurements is presented in Fig. 3. Because the arrival time jitter of the electron bunch is on the order of a few 100 fs, the electron- and laser pulse occasionally miss each other. However, these figures correspond to a measurement of one single electron bunch that overlaps nicely with the laser pulse and generates the optical replica pulse. The energy of the optical replica pulse was measured on OS2 to be approximately 5 μJ. The top part of Fig. 3 shows the FROG trace, which is the raw signal from the GRENOUILLE on which a 2D phase retrieval algorithm is applied in order to extract the electric field of the light pulse. The resulting electric field profile and phase as a function of time is displayed in the lower part of Fig. 3. Since the amplitude of the electric field is proportional to the electron bunch density, the electric field profile corresponds to the profile of the electron pulse. It should be noted that the GRENOUILLE only detects what corresponds to the top 75% of the electron density profile. The reason for this is that it detects the second harmonic of the incoming light, which means that the registered signal goes with the power of 4 relative to the radiated electric field from the electron bunch. The 8 bit depth in the detection camera thus cuts away the lowest 25% of the electric field amplitude. Consequently the tail of the electron bunch may be partly hidden and what is revealed in the bottom part of Fig. 3 is mainly the spike of the bunch profile, which has the width of approximately 150 fs FWHM. The fact that the measured bunch profile is narrower than the 400 fs laser pulse is an indication that it originates from the optical replica pulse.

In addition to the specified 17 fs temporal resolution, there are a few other considerations in terms of the accuracy of the result given by the GRENOUILLE. Calculations have shown that the finite length of the 400 fs seed laser pulse results in a shortening of the electric

### Table 1: Experimental Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electron beam energy</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>450-1000</td>
<td>MeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron beam intensity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5-1.2</td>
<td>nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse electron beam size in modulator (rms)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average $\beta_x, \beta_y$ in modulator</td>
<td>14.5, 9.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undulator period length</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undulator periods</td>
<td>5+2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undulator peak field</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0-0.45</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undulator K-value</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0-8.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser wavelength</td>
<td>775</td>
<td></td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse energy (at laser)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse energy (at modulator)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>mJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser pulse length (FWHM)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>170-3000</td>
<td>fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse laser beam size in modulator (rms)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3: (Top) FROG trace from an optical replica pulse produced by a 400 fs laser pulse overlapping a compressed electron bunch. (Bottom) Retrieved electric field (-) and phase (--) of the optical replica pulse.

The phase appears relatively flat in the region where the signal is sufficiently high to get a reliable result (-200 fs to 100 fs), which indicates a small electron energy chirp (see further in the section of other applications). A linear chirp results in a gaussian behaviour of the phase.

To get an estimate of the electron energy chirp given from the phase in Fig. 3 one may use Eq. 1 below. It shows that a change of $1 \text{ rad}$ of the phase, $\phi(t)$, (which is roughly the phase change between -200 and 0 fs) corresponds to a change of $P(t)/E_0$ by approximately 0.08 %, where $E_0$ is the nominal energy of the electron and $P(t)$ is the time dependent electron energy deviation, $E(t)-E_0$. This very small energy chirp at the electron bunch spike is not fully understood.

Figure 4: FROG trace illustrating the change of appearance of the trace when compressing the electron bunch over a certain limit.

The FROG traces are expected to vary at different settings of the accelerator, such as the RF phase. But inherent to the FROG trace is a symmetry with respect to the time axis [7]. This symmetry may be broken if the observed pulse has a pulse front tilt, which shows up as a shift of the trace in the time direction, or a spatial chirp, which induces a tilt of the trace. However, these effects appeared to be very small as illustrated by Fig. 3. A drastic transformation of the FROG trace was found when adjusting the phase of the accelerator in order to compress the electron bunch further. The result, which is shown in Fig. 4, displays a very spread out trace which is clearly asymmetric with respect to time. Because of the size and asymmetry of the trace it can not be directly analyzed by the videoFROG software. One may however speculate about the origin of the signal. One possible explanation is that the compression of the electron bunch leads to a very complicated wave front of the optical replica pulse, which means that it cannot be properly characterized by the second-harmonic-generation GRÉNOUILLE. A simpler, and possibly more likely, explanation is that the majority of the detected signals are artefacts that arise from coherent synchrotron radiation generated somewhere in the system [11].

We verified that the ORS could be run parasitically with the FEL by guiding the electron beam around the OTR screen at OS2 with a chicane and leading it to the SASE VUV-undulator. The SASE output was not affected.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

The ORS may be used for various purposes other than that of measuring the longitudinal profile of the electron bunch, which was demonstrated above.

Electron Energy Chirp

The FROG technique enables one to measure the phase, $\phi(t)$, of the electric field produced:
where \( A(t) \) is the field envelope and \( \omega_r \) is the radiation frequency, which may differ from the seed laser frequency, \( \omega_L \), in the case of electron energy chirp. The phase of the electric field can be utilized to examine the energy chirp of the electron pulse since the longitudinal phase of the electrons, \( \delta(t) = \frac{P(t)}{E_0} \), is connected to \( \phi(t) \) by [12]

\[
\frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} = \omega_r R_{56} \frac{d\delta(t)}{cdt}
\]

given that the value of \( R_{56} \frac{d\delta}{cdt} \) is small. For a single valued function \( \delta(t) \) the relation may be written in the simple form [12]

\[
\delta(t) = \frac{c\phi(t)}{\omega_L R_{56}}.
\]

**Slice Properties**

The slice energy spread may be determined by measuring the maximum intensity from the radiator in an \( R_{56} \) scan. The amplitude of the field emitted from the radiator is proportional to the degree of microbunching, and the optimal strength of the dispersion section is [6]

\[
R_{56} = \frac{\lambda \mathcal{E}_0}{2\pi \Delta \mathcal{E}(t)}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the radiated wavelength \( \mathcal{E}_0 \) is the nominal energy of the particle and \( \Delta \mathcal{E}(t) \) is the slice energy spread.

Slice emittance measurements are in principle also possible with the ORS [6]. However, these measurements may not be possible given the FLASH parameters and have not yet been tested.

**Longitudinal-Transverse Correlation**

The ORS setup can be used without the involvement of the GRENOUILLE or radiator, to produce 2D images of transverse slices of the electron bunch as a function of the longitudinal coordinate [13]. The principle is the same as that for the temporal overlap scan, where one measures the OTR, on a triggered camera, that is produced when the electron bunch hits the silver coated OTR screen. One exploits the fact that the coherent OTR from a microbunched electron pulse, which is generated when the electron- and seed laser pulse overlaps, is several orders of magnitude more intense than the incoherent OTR. With a short laser pulse one may microbunch, or slice out, a small longitudinal part of the electron bunch and image the coherent OTR on the camera. This provides a 2D image of the transversal slice of the electron bunch and a scan of the electron- and laser pulses’ relative timing allows one to visualize the transverse cross-section as a function of the longitudinal coordinate of the electron bunch.

Figure 5 shows the result of such a scan of an electron bunch which is not fully compressed. In the lower part of the figure the coherent OTR registered by the Basler camera is displayed for a sequence of longitudinal positions in the electron pulse. The full scan of average pixel value as a function of relative timing between the electron and laser pulse is presented in the upper plot. By taking the square root of the data in this plot, one gets the electron pulse profile, which showed a good agreement when compared with a simultaneous measurement with the transverse deflecting cavity, LOLA. One can see from the sequence of pictures how the signal on the camera builds up in accordance with the upper plot and that after 90 ps the spot starts to move. An analysis of the movement of the peak of the coherent spot as a function of relative timing of the laser- and electron pulse is displayed in Fig. 6. It reveals that the transverse position of the excited slice moves by approximately 1 mm and that the electron bunch has a bent shape where the tail moves away from the head. The experiment shows that visualization of the 3-dimensional profile of the electron bunch on a ps time scale is possible. The accuracy in the longitudinal coordinate is determined by the electron bunch timing jitter of a few 100 fs and the length of the laser pulse, which was about 200 fs in this measurement.
A different approach to measuring the 3-dimensional electron density distribution, which may be investigated in the future, is by applying coherent imaging techniques to the coherent OTR [15].

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion we present the first results with the new diagnostics tool, the optical replica synthesizer, which verifies that the technique suggested by Saldin et al. [6], is experimentally possible. Spatial and temporal overlap between the electron- and laser pulse was achieved and optical replica pulses, associated with compressed electron bunches with a spike of approximately 150 fs, were generated. The optical replica pulses were analyzed with the FROG technique to extract the bunch profile. We also verified that the ORS can run parasitically while maintaining SASE operation. Due to the shutdown of FLASH in September 2009, for the build up of sFLASH [14], further investigations will be postponed.

In the experiments performed so far with the ORS we have studied compressed electron pulses because they produce a strong signal, but in the future it would be desirable to measure electron bunches of various length. For longer electron bunches, which also require longer laser pulses, a weaker signal will be generated that ultimately will not be detectable with the 0.7 mJ seed laser pulse presently used. Thus, future experiments with the ORS would benefit from higher energy laser pulses which would produce more intense optical replica pulses. A new high energy laser system has been installed at FLASH to be used for the seeded FEL, sFLASH. It provides pulses with an energy of up to 50 mJ, of which 10 %, i.e. 5 mJ, will be split out for the ORS. In some cases the full, 50 mJ, beam may be used which would allow measurements of longer electron pulses.

Examples of other experiments with the ORS that would be of interest in the future are slice energy spread and slice emittance measurements as well as studies with the technique for 3-dimensional structure determination by imaging of coherent OTR [15]. We would also like to carry out tests to clarify the origin of the unexpected FROG traces displayed in Fig. 4, which arose at a certain compression of the electron bunch.
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